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I honestly love these women and if I could actually get the moon to always shine down on them, I would.
When reading this, take caution: you may find yourself trapped in this story. They are both the growing garden
and the elements that give it life and there will always be little heart doodles around their names in my head!!
She gave it lungs to breathe the air and a brain filled with vengeance. If I could change anything in this novel,
it would be to make the world less modern. The cousins are fiercely protective of one another, and it's clear
they struggle with their individual desires and what they believe is best for their whole family. The ones who
give everything to the universe and stay good at heart even when it's treating them horribly. Every time I put it
down, I was excited the entire day at the thought of picking it up again! Going into this, I wanted to be
transported into a land of unruly roses and prominent thorns. A Nomeolvides is as likely to fall in love with a
woman as with a man but their love will always make them disappear Fel is one of them and I volunteer as
tribute to kiss his eyelids and draw a thousand heart emojis on him and cover him in a fluffy blanket and hugs
because he's actually the purest thing the earth has created! They broke how they broke. These women have
also hidden a tragic legacy: if they fall in love too deeply, their lovers vanish. Families can talk about how the
author uses magical realism in Wild Beauty. It was also lovely to read about that. When I finally did I did not
want to be interrupted in any way, shape or form. Estrella and her cousins are stuck in their ancestral home,
tending a sunken garden and making sure they don't fall in love -- lest that person disappear forever. Reid is a
compelling nemesis -- greedy and uninterested in the Nomeolvides women as anything but servants or
playthings he can use, whereas Bay a "bastard Briar" deeply loves and understands them. The garden then
mysteriously gives them a present: a handsome young man in period clothes emerges from the dirt with no
memory at all. Basically the main takeaway of this review is that this book was phenomenal and it genuinely
deserves every single praise because it took my damn breath away!! Which couples did you want to end up
together? A gorgeously written tale of family curses, feminism, and true love, this is an ideal choice for fans of
magical realism and romance. I was completely immersed in this story. The language is so rich and lyrical,
you need time to process the words, not just speed-read to find out what happens. The ones who are too good.
They cannot leave the garden without the garden inflicting death upon them. Are there any role models in the
book? The story follows the Nomeolvidea women who, for nearly a century, have tended the grounds of La
Pradera, the lush estate gardens that enchant guests from around the world. All the women in this novel were
also queer! Like, there could just be one particular sentence and I would physically feel my heart fill with love
and float higher and higher into the sky while Take Me To Church is playing in the distance. As a queer
woman of color from a country that fell under imperialism and is still affected by it, reading this book felt like
a hand reached for and found in the dark. As though their daughters loving men and women meant they
wanted all of them in the world.


